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ABSTRACT Recently, there is a rapid trend to incorporate low cost solar cells in photovoltaic technology.
In this regard, low-cost high-doped Silicon wafers are beneficial; however, the high doping effects encoun-
tered in these wafers render their practical use in fabrication. The npn solar cell microstructure has been found
to avoid this issue by the proper design of vertical generation and lateral collection of the light generated
carriers. We report on the impact of the p+ base doping concentration, up to 2 × 1019cm−3, on the npn
microstructure performance to find the most appropriate way for high efficiency. To optimize the structure,
a series of design steps has been applied using our previously published analytical model. Before inspecting
the high doped base effect, firstly, the n+ emitter is optimized. Secondly, the impact of bulk recombination
inside the p+ base is introduced showing the range of optimum base width (Wp). Then, we investigate
thoroughly the impact of base doping levels for different base widths to get the optimum Wp that satisfies
maximum efficiency. The results show that for p+ base doping concentration ranging from 5 × 1017cm−3

to 2 × 1019cm−3, the npn microstructure efficiency decreases from 15.9% to 9%, respectively. Although
the efficiency is degraded considerably for higher doping levels, the structure still achieves a competitive
efficiency at higher doping levels, for which its cost is greatly reduced, in comparison with thin film solar
cells. Moreover, using higher doping permits lesser wafer area which could be beneficial for large area solar
cells design.

INDEX TERMS Analytical modeling, high doping, high efficiency, low cost, P+ base doping.

I. INTRODUCTION
Solar cell technology is one of the fastest developing fields
nowadays. In the last few years, the single crystalline silicon
solar cells were competed by the thin-film solar cells (TFSCs)
due to the low cost of TFSCs and the rapid improvement in
its efficiency [1]. However, TFSCs have some restrictions,
such as their limited effectiveness in absorbing the longwave-
lengths of solar radiation spectrum due to the small thickness
of its active layer [2]. Besides, most of TFSCs encounter toxic
materials in their structures [3]. Those are some of the reasons
behind that TFSCs need more researches and investigations
to be commercially available.
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Meanwhile, solar cells fabricated from silicon are efficient,
reliable and stable. The silicon-based solar cells still cover
around 90% of the PV systems market. However, the high
efficiency of planar solar cell cost is still high compared
to TFSCs [4], [5]. Therefore, recent researches focus on
fabricating silicon-based solar cells using cheap ways while
achieving high efficiency [6]–[9]. One of the interesting ways
to reduce the cell cost is by using a silicon nanorod. It has a
heavily doped pn junction in the radial direction [10], [11].
However, the fabrication difficulties set a limit to the wide
spread of this type of solar cells. Other efforts carried out
by our research group are still in progress to achieve high
efficiency low-cost solar cell structure, which satisfies the
industry demand [12]–[16]. To achieve low cost solar cells,
the substrate must be made of inexpensive materials which
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generally suffer from defects. These defects are responsible
of reducing the minority carrier diffusion length [17], [18]
which, in turn, results in cell performance deterioration. To
overcome this issue, the light generated carriers must be
vertically generated and laterally collected. Thus, the low-
quality and low-cost heavily doped silicon wafers could be
used in solar cells, as previously demonstrated by TCAD
simulation using process and device simulators [13]–[15].

Analytical models are vital in understanding the device
behavior before trying fabrication process complication.
Analytical models are used extensively in investigating new
device architectures and optimization of device parameters to
pursuit the best performance. It has been confirmed exten-
sively that physically based analytical models are efficient
means to explore solar cells behavior [10], [19], [20]. The
dependence of solar cells characteristics on their various
design parameters could be inspected analytically with no
need for high TCAD simulation times or fabrication cost and
difficulty. Further, analytical models provide a transparent
solution, and the influence of the different parameters is
easily and rapidly assessed. Besides, the performance limits
of the device could be realized in a simple way and short
times.

In [16], we developed a physically based analytical model
which has shown a good accuracy and fast computational
time compared to TCAD simulation. In this work, our aim
is to use our previously published model to illustrate the
impact of p+ base doping variation on the npn solar cell
microstructure performance. Thus, the most appropriate way
for achieving high efficiency and low-cost silicon-based solar
cells could be obtained. The npn microstructure analytical
model [16] is used to optimize the structure performance
thought a series of design steps.

In this paper, firstly, a quick view of the npn structure, used
in this work, is presented in Section II along with the main
design parameters. The analytical model [16] is reviewed in
Section III. Next, the enhancement of the npn highly doped
wafers based solar cell microstructure is studied in terms of
the following steps. Firstly, in Section IV, the n+ emitter opti-
mization is carried out for its sidewall surface treatment then
its doping concentration is optimized. Secondly, in Section
V, the effect of bulk recombination inside the p+ base (Wp)
on the structure performance is inspected. In Section VI,
the impact of p+ doping variation, from 5 × 1017 cm−3up
to 2 × 1019cm−3, on the npn structure performance is illus-
trated. All simulations are carried out using our analytical
model implemented in MATLAB environment [16]. Finally,
a summary of the essential findings and conclusions of this
work is drawn in Section VII.

II. MAIN npn MICROSTRUCTURE AND DESIGN
PARAMETERS
Fig. 1 shows the basic structure of the npn solar cell under
investigation. Fig. 1(a) demonstrates the structure three-
dimensional view and clarifies the structure unit cell which
is repeated along the whole wafer. The structure is based on

FIGURE 1. Basic npn microstructure (a) 3D view of adjacent cells and
(b) detailed description of unit cell parameters where the side wall and
top pn junctions and surface treatment with SiO2 are illustrated.

using a heavily doped p-type wafer to form the p+-base. For
each unit cell, two pn junctions are formed. A vertical prin-
cipal one, which is called the side wall pn junction, consists
of n+ region aside with the base. The main function of this
junction is the lateral collection of the vertically produced
carriers from the normal incident solar radiation. The other
one, which is a secondary junction, is called the top pn
junction which consists of an n+ region over the base and
it contributes to collecting a considerable portion of the input
radiation which, in turn, results in increasing the efficiency.

The criterion of using high-doped wafers is stated as
follows. As the purity of the silicon increases, it will be
more expensive. Actually, solar-grade crystalline Si (c-Si) is
expensive at $20–30 per kg because of the various treatment
methods required for purification [21]. Currently, the pro-
duction cost of the Si wafers makes 40% of the solar panels
overall cost [22]. To reduce the purification steps of the solar
grade silicon and thereby significantly reduce the cost, one
should make solar cells from heavily doped silicon wafers
that do not need multiple zone-refining processes. In this
regard, metallurgical grade c-Si wafers are inexpensive at
$1.75–2.30 per kg [21]; however, it is not used in conventional
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planar solar cells due to its low efficiency resulting from
the low diffusion length caused by high impurity densities.
In our design, unlike planar cells, the npn microstructure
provides the benefit of decoupling the processes of light
absorption and carrier collection into vertical and lateral
directions, respectively. This impact facilitates the use of
short diffusion lengths which are encountered in high-doped
wafers. So, our investigations on the yield of the heavily
doped silicon can reduce the manufacturing cost. Further,
our target is to produce solar cells having the highest pos-
sible doping and efficiency, i.e. maximum efficiency-to-cost
ratio.

The proposed npn structure fabrication requires the same
traditional process flow of conventional planar solar cell
fabrication processes. The only additional step is to open the
vertical notches by producing deep trenches to form vertical
sidewall electrodes. This additional fabrication step could
be achieved by a low-cost metal-assisted chemical etching
method [23]. Then, the emitter metal could be evaporated,
and the top metallic layer could be removed by commercial
tapes, instead of the costly ion milling, which more reduces
the fabrication cost [24].

The main parameters of the npn solar cell structure, shown
in Fig. 1(b), are as follows. The widthW is the cell base width
which is equal to 2Wp where Wp is the width of the p-region
part of the side wall pn junction while the width of the n+

side wall is termed by Wn and the thickness of the cell is
denoted by tcell . The doping of the p-base, side wall n+ and
top n+ regions are termed Np+,base, Nn+,emitter and Nn+,top,
respectively. The n+ top layer thickness is tn+,top. The surface
treatment is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where SiO2 (with a thick-
ness tSiO2) is used before deposition of the aluminum contact.
This forms a polysilicon emitter-like contact in which current
flows from the contact to the cell via tunneling. Also, this type
of contacts reduces the surface recombination substantially as
will be discussed herein.

Themain design parameters of the solar cell microstructure
are summarized in Table 1. The criteria of using such design
parameters values were discussed in our previous work [15].
In [15], it was found by TCAD extensive simulations that it
is more useful to make the top and side n+ junctions having
the same doping and thickness. This is also favorable from
the fabrication point of view as, that way, the top and side
junctions can be formed in a single diffusion process. Based
on this cell modification, higher efficiencies, up to about
15%, could be obtained [15]. In the next section, we are
going to present the main equations that constitute the core
analytical model used in this work. The detailed modeling
technique and derivations are found in [16].

III. MODEL METHODOLOGY
Our analytical model is based on the solution of the 1D drift
diffusionmodel, in which the electron current density is given
by,

Jn = qµnE + qDn
δ 1n
δx

(1)

TABLE 1. Main npn solar cell technological parameters.

where 1n is the excess electron concentration. All other
physical parameters are defined in the Appendix. Further,
at steady state conditions, the continuity equation could be
formulated as,

1
q
δJn
δx
− U + gph (y, λ) = 0 (2)

where U = 1n
/
τn and gph are the recombination and

photogeneration rates (given in cm−3s−1), respectively. The
electron lifetime, τn, is the effective lifetime which comprises
both the Shockley Read Hall and Auger recombination. As
our base doping is high, Auger recombination is significant
in this case and cannot be ignored.

Combining (2) and (1), one can write,

δ21n
δx2

−
1n
L2n
+ τn gph (y, λ) = 0 (3)

Similar expressions could be written for holes as in [16].
Also, all physical parameters related to holes are found in
the Appendix. Next, we are going to get the excess carrier
concentrations in both short circuit and dark conditions in to
get the current density through the cell.

A. SHORT CIRCUIT CASE
Fig. 2 shows a representation of the excess electron and hole
concentrations inside the base and emitter. Fig. 2(a) illus-
trates the excess electron concentration showing the boundary
conditions at the center of the base and at the base-emitter
depletion region edge. On the other hand, the excess hole
concentration is drawn in Fig. 2(b). Also, the boundary condi-
tions are illustrated at the emitter-base depletion region edge
and the emitter-contact edge.

Applying the boundary conditions illustrated in Fig. 2(a),
we can solve (3) to get 1n(x) for the short circuit case,

1n (x) =
τngph (y, λ) [1− cosh (x/Ln)]

cosh
(
Wp/Ln

) (4)

Then, we can get Jn(x),

Jn = qgph (y, λ)Ln tanh
(
Wp

Ln

)
(5)

Regarding hole current density inside the n+ region, the
boundary conditions are found from Fig. 2(b). Applying these
boundary conditions, we can find,

1p (x) = Ape−x
/
Lp + Bp ex

/
Lp + τp gph (y, λ) (6)
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FIGURE 2. Excess concentration at short circuit condition (a) electrons
inside base, (b) holes inside emitter. The boundary conditions for both
excess electron and hole concentrations are illustrated.

where the constants A and B could be found in the
Appendix (Equations A.1 and A.2). The hole/electron life-
time is taken as a function of doping concentration and is
given by,

τp/n =
τpo/no

1+
(
Ndop

/
Nref

)γ
whereNref = 5×1016 cm−3,Ndop is the doping concentration
in cm−3 and τpo and τno are determined from measured
samples of n+ emitters [25] and high doped p+ bases [26].
The constant γ is assumed to be 0.5 according to [27].

Now, the hole current density at short circuit is,

Jp =
qDp
Lp

[
Ape

−Wn
Lp − Bpe

Wn
Lp

]
(7)

Finally, the overall short circuit current density is the summa-
tion of Jn and Jp, equations (5) and (7), multiplied by two as
we have two emitters,

Jsc = 2×
(
Jn + Jp

)
(8)

B. DARK CASE
Regarding the dark condition, Fig. 3(a) represents the excess
electron concentration showing the boundary conditions at
the center of the base and at the base-emitter depletion region
edge. Similarly, the excess hole concentration is represented
in Fig. 3(b). Also, the boundary conditions are shown at the
emitter-base depletion region edge and the emitter-contact
edge.

In the dark case, there is no photo generation rate, thus
gph = 0. In order to get the excess electron concentration in
the base, in this case, we can formulate the boundary condi-
tions as seen in Fig. 3(a). Where npo = n2ie

/
Nd and npo =

n2ie
/
Nd .1Eg is the band gap shift due to band gap narrowing

resulting from high doping levels impact, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. In our analysis,
we used the BGN model by Slot boom [28].

FIGURE 3. Excess concentrations at dark condition (a) electrons inside
base, (b) holes inside emitter. The boundary conditions for both excess
electron and hole concentrations are also illustrated.

Now, \ applying these boundary conditions, we can find
that,

1n (x) =

[
1n

(
Wp
)

2 cosh
(
Wp
/
Ln
)] cosh (x/Ln) (9)

Next, we can get the electron current density as,

Jn =
qDn
Ln

tanh
(
Wp

Ln

)[
npo

(
e

V
VT − 1

)]
(10)

Similarly, the hole concentration and its current density inside
the n+ emitter region in dark case could be written as owing
to the boundary conditions (see Fig. 3(b)),

1p (x) = A e
−

x
Lp + Be

x
Lp (11)

And

Jp = −
qDp
Lp

[
Ae
−Wn
Lp − Be

Wn
Lp

]
(12)

where the constants A and B are found in the Appendix
(Equations A.3 and A.4). Then, at dark condition, the overall
current density is,

Jdark = 2×
(
Jn + Jp

)
(13)

Then, the total current density of the vertical npn junctions is,

JTotal = Jsc + Jdark (14)

Finally, the total npn structure performance is found by
summing the total performance of the top planar structure
(which is given by the conventional pn junction solar cell
equations [14] and the total performance of vertical structure.
The optical modeling and more details about the model are
found in [16].

IV. N+ EMITTER OPTIMIZATION
In this section, the n+ emitter optimization is carried out for
its sidewall surface treatment and its doping concentration.
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A. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT N+EMITTER SIDEWALL
SURFACE TREATMENTS
In this subsection, the influence of n+ emitter sidewall surface
treatment on the npn microstructure performance is inves-
tigated. This study is carried out for three different types
of surface treatments which are: the ideal non-recombining
contact surface with 0 cm/sec surface recombination velocity
(vs), the recombining contact with good oxidation for its
surface, vs equals 100 cm/sec, and ohmic contact with vs
equals 107cm/sec. The effect of such surface treatments on
the structure performance is clarified using two ways. Firstly,
the excess hole distribution inside the n+ emitter region is
demonstrated as it affects both the structure dark and illu-
mination performance. Thus, it gives a perfect picture of the
performance concerning the n+ emitter sidewall surface treat-
ments. The study of excess carriers’ distribution is carried
out at short circuit conditions, at which excess carriers are
generated due to light. Secondly, a comparison between the
structure electrical performance parameters for each case is
presented. The simulation results of the three case studies are
pictured in Fig. 4(a) which shows the excess holes distribution
using our model inside n+ emitter at three different values of
vs while Fig. 4(b) shows the variation of cell efficiency versus
surface recombination velocity.

FIGURE 4. (a) Excess holes distribution inside the n+ emitter for three
different cases: Ideal non-recombining surface (vs = 0), passivated
recombining surface (vs = 100 cm/s) and ohmic contact
(vs = 107 cm/sec). The excess holes are traced from 0 (the beginning of
the sidewall emitter) through 0.06 µm (the end of the emitter thickness)
(b) Variation of cell efficiency vs surface recombination velocity.

In the first case, the ideal non-recombining surface is stud-
ied. Such surfaces give the best performance as vs equals zero,
thus the excess holes distribution is maximum at sidewall
surfaces. It means that there is no loss current due to surface
recombination caused by n+ emitter sidewall surfaces. Thus,
the short circuit current enhances. In addition, the open circuit
voltage is also enhanced as good passivation with zero or low
vs decreases the reverse saturation current by decreasing it
gradient. Thus, it is important to treat the n+ emitter sidewall
surfaces on condition that vs is very low to give best perfor-
mance. It is important to study such an ideal surface as it gives
the best performance, which is used as a reference for the

other two cases. It can infer from Fig. 4 that the distribution
of the excess holes is at its maximum value at the n+ emitter
sidewall and is zero at the junction boundary.

For the second case, the recombining surface, which is the
practical surface treatment, is illustrated. To have a good n+

emitter sidewall surface, it has to be passivated with good and
clean oxide. Such oxide results in a low surface recombina-
tion velocity, vs. As a result, both structure short circuit cur-
rent and open circuit voltages are enhanced. Thus, to improve
the npn solar cell performance, the sidewall surface of its n+

emitter has to be treated with a low vs recombining surface.
This could be done by passivating the n+ emitter sidewall
surfaces using a clean oxide [29]–[32]. It has a low surface
recombination velocity in the order of 100 cm/sec. As shown
in Fig. 4(a), the excess holes distribution is reduced by a
very little value at the n+ emitter sidewall surface compared
with the ideal case when vs equals zero. This result empha-
sizes that the low vs passivation performs close to the ideal
non-recombining contact.

The third studied case of n+ emitter sidewall surface is
the ohmic contact assuming aluminum is deposited on n+

emitter sidewall surface, the infinite recombining contact.
The typical value for vs for aluminum is between 107,
108cm/sec [33]–[35]. In this case, a great portion of the
current component caused by the light generated carriers
inside n+ emitter region is lost due to sidewall high surface
recombination. There is no excess holes distribution at the
n+ emitter sidewall surface as shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus,
the short circuit current is decreased. Also, the open circuit
voltage decreases slightly, as the infinite recombining contact
increases the reverse saturation current.

A comparison of the electrical performance parameters of
the npn structure at the three different studied cases of n+

emitter sidewall surface treatment is addressed in Table 2.
From the table, it is evident that the ohmic contact degrades
the structure performance. It decreases Jsc because of the cur-
rent loss component caused by surface recombination. Also,
it decreases Voc as it increases the reverse saturation current.
For the conversion efficiency, it is reduced as expected. Based
on the above discussion, it is recommended not to deposit
aluminum on the n+ emitter sidewall directly without pas-
sivating it first to get low values of vs.

To get the maximum permissible surface recombination
velocity at which the efficiency degradation is minor, we per-
form a simulation study to get the relation between the
efficiency and vs. In this regard, Fig. 4(b) shows the vari-
ation of the efficiency versus different values of surface

TABLE 2. Electrical performance parameters for the three different
studied cases of n+ emitter surface treatment.
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recombination velocity on the sidewalls. This study indicates
that the surface recombination velocity should be kept below
104 cm/s because, as can be depicted from the figure, the effi-
ciency drops when vs is higher than 104 cm/s.

B. N+ EMITTER DOPING CALIBRATION AND
OPTIMIZATION
In this subsection, to optimize the n+ emitter doping, firstly,
the analytical model is calibrated using Silvaco TCAD [24]
simulation for a case study of the npn solar cell microstruc-
ture [15]. The emitter doping calibration is carried out for
1018 cm−3 p+ base doping and 8 µm base width (Wp). For
the emitter width (Wn), it is taken to be 0.06 µm instead
of the TCAD value of 0.1 µm [15]. The reason is that the
npn microstructure analytical model is based on abrupt dop-
ing profiles [16], while, in Silvaco simulation, fabrication
processes are taken into consideration using Athena process
simulator.

Fig. 5 shows the calibration of the analytical model versus
TCAD results of the n+ emitter doping. It is clear that the
results from the analytical model show a good agreement ver-
sus TCAD results. Moreover, the trend of the npn microstruc-
ture efficiency, for both results, with respect to the variation of
the n+ emitter doping level concentration is identical giving
the most suitable choice at n+ doping of 2× 1019cm−3 [15].

FIGURE 5. npn microstructure efficiency by analytical model vs SILVACO
TCAD results: calibration of the n+ emitter doping.

V. EFFECT OF BULK RECOMBINATION INSIDE P+ BASE
In this section, the influence of bulk recombination inside the
p+ base on the npn solar cell microstructure performance is
illustrated. Further, the efficiency resulted from the analytical
model is also calibrated with TCAD results [15], at 1018cm−3

p+ base doping for different values of base width. The objec-
tive of this study is to show the impact of the bulk recom-
bination, the relation between Wp and Ln, on the structure
electrical performance.

The calibration is carried out to verify and determine the
optimumWp which gives the best efficiency at 1018 cm−3 p+

base doping. Fig. 6 shows the efficiency versusWp calculated
analytically and by TCAD simulations. It is obvious that the
maximum efficiency occurs atWp equals 7µm. The diffusion

FIGURE 6. Calibration and optimization of efficiency versus Wp:
analytical model results vs TCAD simulation at 1018cm−3 p+ base doping.

length, at the mentioned doping, is about 12 µm [26], so the
Wp,optimum/Ln ratio is near 0.6. Moreover, concerning the
model results, the highest efficiency is 14.75% while it is
14.79% for TCAD simulation.

It should be pointed out here that using the analytical model
is easier and gives a quick transparent solution in comparison
with the time consuming TCAD device simulators irrespec-
tive to their high accuracy [16]. Thus, the behavior of the
structure efficiency is easily predicted using its analytical
model. The influence of Wp is obvious in the analytical
model. So, the optimization of p+ base doping and thickness
is performed by the analytical model because it is more effec-
tive and time saving while maintains good accuracy versus
TCAD simulations as discussed there before.

VI. THE EFFECT OF P+ BASE DOPING VARIATION ON THE
NPN MICROSTRUCTURE PERFORMANCE
In this section, the impact of the p+ base doping concen-
tration on the npn solar cell microstructure performance is
illustrated. The main objective of this study is to figure out
an appropriate way for achieving the highest efficiency of
this low-cost silicon-based cell. The p+ base width (Wp) is
optimized for different values of the p+ base doping level.
Firstly, two values of the p+ base doping concentration, 5 ×
1017 cm−3 and 7×1017 cm−3, less than the reference doping,
1018cm−3, are investigated. Fig. 7(a) shows the cell efficiency
versus Wp.

For 5× 1017cm−3, the optimumWp is 15 µm which gives
the best efficiency of 15.89%. Concerning 7 × 1017 cm−3,
the optimumWp is 10 µm at which the efficiency is 15.52%.
These results are expected. When p+ base doping decreases,
Ln increases thus the optimumWp also increases. As a result,
the active area exposed to the input solar radiation spectrum
increases. Accordingly, the illumination characteristics, Jsc,
is enhanced. But it is important to mention that the structure
cost increases with decreasing the p+ base doping. Thus,
regarding design criteria, one has to compromise between the
required efficiency with respect to the structure cost.

Secondly, two values of the p+ base doping concentration,
3× 1018 cm−3 and 5× 1018 cm−3, higher than the reference
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FIGURE 7. Cell efficiency vs Wp variation for (a) p+ doping levels below
1× 1018cm−3 (5× 1017 cm−3 and 7× 1017cm−3) and (b) p+ doping
levels above 1× 1018cm−3 (3× 1018 cm−3 and 5× 1018 cm−3).

doping, 1018cm−3, are investigated. Fig. 7(b) shows the npn
structure efficiency versus Wp. For 3 × 1018 cm−3, the opti-
mumWp is 5µmatwhich the best efficiency is 13.75%while,
for 5×1018cm−3, the optimumWp is 3µmgiving amaximum
efficiency of 13.03%.

Based on the above results, the npn microstructure effi-
ciency at 5 × 1018cm−3 is 13.03%. Such efficiency is con-
sidered high when compared to the low-cost solar cells, such
as thin film solar cell. Thus, the npn structure performance
is better than and dominating thin film solar cell [36]–[38],
taking into consideration that the npn structure is not suffering
from toxicity issues and practical usage limitations, like most
of thin film solar cells. When comparing the npn solar cell
microstructure with the c-Si based solar cells, its efficiency
is lower than such cells. However, when comparing the npn
structure with the c–Si based solar cell, one has to note that its
doping is around 1018 cm−3 while the typical doping of the
c-Si based solar cell is lower than 1017 cm−3. It means that
the npn structure does not need the costly process of zone
refining like the case of the c–Si solar cell [39]–[41]. This
is the reason for studying the effect of higher doping on the
structure performance to achieve more reduction of its cost
while conserving the acceptable efficiency and performance.
Thus, two other higher p+ base doping levels, 1019cm−3 and
2 × 1019cm−3 are studied. The doping of 2 × 1019 cm−3 is
the near maximum doping of p+ silicon rod out of the furnace
before applying any zone refining process. Thus, the structure
cost is greatly reduced for such p+ base doping. Fig. 8 shows
the cell efficiency versusWp for 1019cm−3 and 2×1019cm−3

p+ base doping.
Regarding the doping level of 1019 cm−3, the maximum

efficiency of 10.5% is obtained at an optimumWp of 1.5 µm.
Concerning 2 × 1019 cm−3, the maximum efficiency of 9%
is obtained at a lower value of optimum Wp which is 1 µm.
The npn microstructure efficiency which is 9% at 2 ×

1019cm−3 p+ base doping is still accepted in comparison
with thin film considering the expected ultralow cost of the
structure because it requires no zone refining and no practical
limitations. Thus, the npn solar cell microstructure achieves

FIGURE 8. Cell efficiency versus Wp for very heavily doped base
(1× 1019 cm−3 and 2× 1019 cm−3).

FIGURE 9. Optimum efficiency and base width for each value of p+ base
doping from 5× 1017cm−3 to 2× 1019 cm−3.

a competitive performance in higher doping levels. Besides,
it has the advantages of no practical limitations such as toxi-
city and complicated fabrication processes.

Finally, Fig. 9 summarizes the npn structure optimum effi-
ciency and base width for each value of p+ base doping from
5 × 1017cm−3 to 2 × 1019cm−3. The figure gives a clear
picture about the relation between the p+ base doping and
the optimumwidth and efficiency. It is obvious that, both npn
microstructure efficiency and Wp decreases with increasing
p+ base doping. The decline of the efficiency versus base
doping is discussed therebefore. We emphasize here that as
the base doping rises, the diffusion length decreases substan-
tially. So, the base width, at which the maximum efficiency
is attained, is decreased. Moreover, when the p+ doping
increases and, so,Wp decreases, the area exposed to the input
solar radiation spectrum decreases, thus Jsc also decreases
which results in decreasing the structure efficiency.

It should be mentioned here that increasing the doping
concentration will approach the tunneling limit. This will be
a research point in our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, by utilizing our previously published analytical
model of the npn solar cell microstructure, we studied the
impact of some crucial physical models on its performance.
Also, some technological parameters of the cell were inves-
tigated to tackle their optimum values to get the highest
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possible efficiency. The use of the analytical model gives
a thorough physical insight about the behavior without the
need for long TCAD simulation times or fabrication cost.
Further, the calibrated analytical solution, provided in this
work, is transparent, and the effect of the different parameters
is easily and rapidly assessed. Also, the performance limits
of the device were realized in a simple way and short times
compared to the time consuming TCAD simulation. The
main structure electrical performance parameters in all case
studies were obtained to give a comparative inspection on the
different cases.

Based on this analytical study, a good passivated n+ emitter
sidewall surface with low vs below 104 cm/s is found to
be necessary. It overcomes the microstructure performance
degradation caused by surface recombination. A careful
design of the base width of the structure is mandatory in
order to overcome the bulk recombination which severely
affects the performance of the npn microstructure. Based
on the analytical simulation results, the structure base width
has to be less than the electron diffusion length. For p+

base doping concentration ranging from 5 × 1017cm−3 to
2 × 1019cm−3, the npn microstructure efficiency decreases
from 15.9% to 9%, respectively.

These results emphasize that the npn solar cell microstruc-
ture still achieves a competitive efficiency at higher doping
levels, for which its cost is significantly reduced, in compar-
ison with thin film solar cell taking into consideration that
the npn structure has the advantage of not suffering from the
thin film solar cell practical limitations. Moreover, the use
of higher doping levels permits lesser wafer area which is
beneficial for large area solar cells design. Finally, the study
sheds the light on the optimization of a cost-effective solar
cell structure which is based on Silicon heavily doped wafers
and brings some important design rules that should be ful-
filled before working on fabrication processes.

APPENDIX
The physical parameters used in the analytical model equa-
tions are as follows:
q is the electron charge
µn, Dn are electron mobility and electron diffusion con-

stant, respectively.
µp, Dp are hole mobility and hole diffusion constant,

respectively.
E is the electric field
Ln is the electron diffusion length
The relation between Ln and Dn is L2n = Dnτn
Lp is the hole diffusion length
The relation between Lp and Dp is
L2p = Dpτp
For short circuit case, the constants A and B are given as,

A =


(
−gph (y, λ) τp e−Wn

/
Lp
)

(
Dp
/
vsLp − 1

)


×

 (
Dp − vsLp

)((
Dp − vsLp

)
e−Wn

/
Lp +

(
Dp + vsLp

)
eWn

/
Lp
)


(A.1)

B =
[(

Dp + vsLp
Dp − vsLp

)
+

(
−gph (y, λ) τp
Dp − vsLp

)]
× A (A.2)

The constants A and B in dark case are given as,

A =
[
Dp − vsLp
Dp + vsLp

]
× B (A.3)

B =

[
1p (Wn)×

(
Dp + vsLp

)(
Dp + vsLp

)
× eWn

/
Lp +

(
Dp − vsLp

)
× e−Wn

/
Lp

]
(A.4)
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